Sleuthing With the Affymetrix NetAffx™ Website
Identifying and Examining Probe Sets and Their Genomic Context
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Introduction
Identification of transcripts measured by probe sets is confounded by two main factors:
• The transcriptome’s intricate network of multiple isoforms and overlapping sense and
antisense transcripts (1).
• The incomplete, sometimes erroneous, and constantly evolving mRNA sequence
record in the public domain.
For this reason, investigating the transcripts detected by individual probe sets often
requires a broad and detailed knowledge of various bioinformatics tools and databases.
This document describes how Affymetrix NetAffx™ annotations can be used with other
bioinformatics tools and databases to better understand biological functions of transcripts.
It also helps the user to interpret the current, but often incomplete, understanding of a
locus. The first half of this document outlines the NetAffx Full Record Page and the
bioinformatics tools that are used to interpret, verify, or extend the NetAffx annotations.
The second half describes case study examples of unusual probe sets and how they can be
interpreted using the described resources.
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Resources
NetAffx™ Probe Set Annotation - Full Record Page
The Full Record page for each probe set (NetAffx → Query → Search → Details →
Full Record) provides a comprehensive collection of the latest annotations and
resources. This page is usually derived through the results table of a search and has seven
sections as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. NetAffx™ probe set annotation Full Record page
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The GeneChip Array Information (Figure 2) marks the probe set name and the array it
belongs to.

Figure 2. GeneChip Array Information.

The Probe Design Information section (Figure 3) displays the annotations generated at
the time the array was designed. These annotations summarize the quality of the
sequences that were used to design the corresponding probe set along with other details
such as the exemplar/consensus design information. This information is useful when no
additional information is displayed in the main record. Since this information is collected
only for the original design date, it is important to remember that it can also be outdated,
and the most current information about the probe set is found elsewhere on the page.

Figure 3. Probe Design Information. The Cluster Evidence and Probe Selection Region Evidence
fields describe the quality of the transcript sequence cluster that was used to design the probe set.
The Probe Selection Region in this example is well supported both by a full length mRNA and a stack
of EST sequences.

The Cluster Evidence and Probe Selection Region Evidence fields (Figure 3) under Probe
Design Information provide details of the quality of the subcluster sequences and the
nature of the evidence supporting the probe set. The Cluster Evidence field indicates the
best sequence evidence in the subcluster. Probe Selection Region Evidence indicates the
sequence evidence supporting the precise region that was tiled on the array, and whether
or not the target region is supported by mRNA alone, or mRNA/EST stack, or just EST
stack.
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The Annotation Method Description section provides the current known transcripts
associated with the probe set and summarizes the evidence for that transcript assignment
(Figure 4). The Annotation Description field in particular describes the transcript
assignment method and the source that was used to gather gene level annotations for the
assigned transcript. The Annotation Notes field lists the transcripts that potentially crosshybridize with the probe set.

Figure 4. Annotation Method Description sample transcript. The transcript grade and the evidence
underlying the grade assignment are provided. Cross-hybridization data is provided in the
Annotation Notes section.

In the Transcript Assignments field (Figure 4), NetAffx uses a battery of methods
(quality assessments and grading techniques) to catalog transcripts measured by probe
sets. The quality of each probe set is documented by listing genomic alignment, crosshybridization and hybridization with reverse complements of known mRNA sequences.
The Related Probsets by Grade column in the Transcript Assignments field provides a
convenient method for identifying other probe sets assigned to the mRNA sequences in
the current record. For more information about transcript assignments, see the whitepaper
Transcript Assignment for NetAffx™ Annotations at www.affymetrix.com.
The Genomic Alignment of Consensus/Exemplar Sequence section (Figure 5) details
the genomic coordinates of the probe set for the most recent genome build available.

Figure 5. Genomic Alignment of Consensus/Exemplar Sequence.
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The Public Domain and Genome References section and the Functional Annotations
section (Figure 6) are condensed views of known functional data including gene
ontology, protein domain similarity, and ortholog information. As a reference for poorly
characterized probe sets, the transcript is BLASTed (see NetAffx™ Tools below) against
the non-redundant protein database.

Figure 6. Public Domain and Genome References.
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NetAffx™ Tools
NetAffx provides the following tools to help the user understand the rationale behind the
probe selection process and to precisely identify probe set(s) that detect sequence(s) of
interest:
• Probe Match Tool
• BLAST Tool
• Probe Set Display Tool
Probe Match Tool

The Probe Match tool (NetAffx → Expression → Probe Match) is useful for
determining precisely whether or not a gene or nucleotide sequence of interest is
represented on an array. It provides the alignments of the probes against the input
sequence (Figure 7) and helps identify the precise region of the transcript that hybridizes
with the probes.

Figure 7. Sample results from the Probe Match tool. Alignment of the myoglobin mRNA with the
probes from the U133 Plus 2.0 array.

For the best results, it is important to obtain the most complete mRNA sequence for the
gene of interest. The sequences in the Reference Sequence (RefSeq) collection at NCBI
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/RefSeq/) are usually the best choice. If there is no RefSeq
sequence, then the UniGene cluster, annotated as containing “complete CDS” (Coding
Sequence) for the gene of interest, is used.
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BLAST Tool

If there are no hits with the Probe Match tool, the next step is to use the NCBI BLAST
(Basic Local Alignment Search Tool) against the consensus/target database (NetAffx →
Expression → BLAST ). Since Probe Match only finds perfect matches, BLAST (Figure
8) helps to identify probes with mismatches. While the Probe Match tool looks for perfect
matches between the probes and the input sequence, the BLAST tool is more liberal and
allows for gaps and mismatches in the alignment. Moreover, the BLAST tool does not
provide searches against the probes. It only allows comparison with the consensus and
target sequences.

Figure 8. BLAST Tool

Probe Set Display Tool

The Probe Set Display tool, a link (Figure 9) at the top of the Full Record page (NetAffx
→ Expression → Query → Search → Details → Full Record → Probe Set Display),
provides a graphical display of the relationship between consensus, target and probe
sequences on Expression Arrays. It provides a visual description of the unique versus
non-unique (_s_at, _x_at, and _a_at) probe sets and helps understand probes that are
designed against the antisense transcript. During sequence selection, an attempt is made
to determine the orientation of the resulting consensus/exemplar sequence using a variety
of evidence like EST read direction, CDS orientation, consensus splice sites, and polyA
site/signal. Occasionally, it is not possible to determine the orientation of the transcript.
In those cases, Affymetrix tiles probes against both strands of the consensus sequence.
Unknown orientation is indicated by a solid black diamond in the probe set display
(Figure 10).
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Figure 9. NetAffx link to Probe Set Display.

Figure 10. Probe Set Display. Graphical display of a transcript sequence (blue bar) whose
orientation is unknown (indicated by a solid black diamond to the left of the blue bar). Two probe
sets (for both the forward and reverse strand) are tiled for this transcript to ensure that this gene is
represented on the array.

Public Domain Bioinformatics Databases
The transcript record assignments are not the end of the story. The NetAffx transcript
assignment process identifies and catalogs the mRNA sequences detected by the probe
sets. This is followed by the mapping of gene centric annotations for the assigned mRNA
from a large collection of public domain annotation databases. The following is a brief
description of some of these databases that catalog gene centric annotations for mRNA
sequences.
Entrez Gene and UniGene Annotations

Entrez Gene and UniGene databases on the NCBI website provide gene level
annotations for a large group of organisms (3, 4). Entrez Gene (Figure 11) includes only
well curated mRNAs for a given locus; therefore, the curation is stable but not
comprehensive. The UniGene database is comprehensive and includes most of the
mRNAs for each locus, but it is dynamic and changes significantly with each new
version. Therefore, NetAffx uses UniGene only for mRNAs that are not included in the
Entrez Gene database.
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If you want to validate the NetAffx probeset-to-gene association, you have to validate
both the probeset-to-mRNA association, mapped by the NetAffx annotation pipeline, and
the mRNA-to-gene name association, provided by public domain databases like UniGene
and Entrez Gene. To further illustrate this point, consider the probe set 215611_at on the
U133 Plus 2.0 array. This probe set has a Grade A assignment to the GenBank® mRNA
AK022018. NetAffx obtained gene centric annotations for this transcript from Entrez
Gene (Figure 11). AK022018 is annotated as TCF2 by Entrez Gene, and NetAffx reflects
this association. However, the UCSC genomic alignment display for this probe set
indicates that this transcript aligns with the intronic region of TCF2 RefSeq sequence
(Figure 12). Although Entrez Gene, and therefore NetAffx, documents the mRNA
AK022018 as TCF2 mRNA, the genomic alignment contradicts this information. Using
more than one database to confirm the annotations is necessary to produce the most
accurate identification.

Figure 11. NetAffx™ transcript assignment and gene level annotations for probe set 215611_at.

Figure 12. UCSC genome browser display of the alignment of the consensus sequence for the probe
set 215611_at. It is evident from this display that the consensus and the corresponding mRNA align
in the intronic region of the RefSeq for TCF2.
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Ensembl

Ensembl contains a comprehensive collection of annotations and transcripts (5). The
Ensembl summary pages are available at the gene and transcript levels with excellent
graphical representation. The NetAffx details view (NetAffx → Query → Search →
Details) provides links to relevant gene level views on the Ensembl website.
Public Domain Bioinformatics Tools
Bioinformatics tools are available in the public domain and are used to further explore
probe set annotations provided in NetAffx.
NCBI BLAST Suite

The NCBI BLAST Suite (Figure 13) is a collection of sequence comparison tools based
on the BLAST algorithm (6). NCBI blastn (nucleotide-nucleotide BLAST), by default,
searches the non-redundant (nr) database (Figure 14), a collection of all the mRNA
sequences. You may have to select the EST database to explore some probe sets. NCBI
only removes redundant sequence submissions to create the nr database. It does not
remove sequences based on sequence identity threshold.

Figure 13. NCBI BLAST Suite.
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The BLAST Database Content page (NCBI → BLAST → About → Getting Started)
displays its searchable, protein sequence databases.

Figure 14. Databases available on BLAST .

The BLAST 2 SEQUENCES tool (Figure 15) can be used to align two
nucleotide sequences and is useful for making a precise comparison between
consensus/exemplar/target sequences and mRNA sequences.

Figure 15. BLAST 2 SEQUENCES Tool.
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UCSC BLAT Tool

The UCSC BLAT Search Genome tool (www.genome.ucsc.edu) (Figure 16) can be used
to align sequences of interest to the genome (7). It currently supports several organisms
and integrates a wide variety of genome annotations. The results can be viewed in the
genome browser in the context of other genome annotations.

Figure 16. UCSC BLAT Search Genome tool.

If you want to obtain a comprehensive, visual representation of a wide variety of features
in the genomic context of a probe set or a gene of interest (8), you can use the UCSC
Genome Browser (Figure 17). Affymetrix provides links from NetAffx to the UCSC
genome browser for several arrays with genome alignments. The display shows the
consensus sequences as a custom track. On the UCSC browser page, turn ON the
GenBank/RefSeq/KnownGene mRNA and EST tracks to look at all the transcriptional
evidence in that genomic region. One of the limitations here is that the display does not
indicate whether or not the consensus sequence alignment is complete. This is due to the
fact that sometimes the consensus sequence only partially aligns to the genome, and the
most relevant target region of the consensus sequence may not align to the genome at all.
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Figure 17. UCSC Genome Browser.
Integrated Genome Browser (IGB)

The Integrated Genome Browser (IGB) is an Affymetrix desktop application that is used
to visualize and explore genomic annotations from various data sources. Annotations
from any publicly Distributed Annotations System (DAS) server(s), including UCSC and
Ensembl, can be loaded and explored in IGB (Figure 18).

Figure 18. IGB on the Affymetrix web site
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The IGB display can be accessed from links within the NetAffx probe set Full Record
page under the Genomic Alignment of Consensus/Exemplar Sequence section
(Figure 19). IGB displays the alignment of the consensus sequences and the 25-mers to
the genome and therefore provides a very precise view of the relationship between the
probe set and the latest transcriptional evidence (mRNA and EST). You may also load
additional annotation tracks, such as RefSeq and Known Genes, from the UCSC DAS
server. The IGB display color codes to differentiate between _at, _s_at, and _x_at probe
sets. In future versions of NetAffx, for designs other than Expression Arrays, IGB will
replace the Probe Set Display tool (see Figures 9 and 10).

Figure 19. IGB links on the NetAffx Full Record page.
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CASE STUDIES
Case 1: Resolving DMD Gene Isoforms
Alternative splicing changes the mRNA sequence in several ways. At its simplest level,
an exon can be removed (exon skipping), lengthened or shortened (alternative 5′ or 3′
splicing). These changes in the mRNA sequence may or may not result in changes in the
3′ region of the mRNA sequence. Since the IVT assay is 3′ biased, it may not be possible
to tile probes that can resolve all variants or pick unique probe sets for each of the
variants. This results in non-unique probe sets that hybridize to multiple variants and
cause redundancy where multiple probe sets detect the same transcript.
Customer Question

Three probe sets match the DMD gene. What does this mean?
On the U133A chip there are 3 probe sets:
• 203881_s_at had a probe match score of 11/11
• 207660_at had a probe match score of 11/11
• 208086_s_at had a probe match score of 10/11
In NetAffx, it appears that both of the _s probe sets are further downstream (closer to the
3′ end). When the array is designed with the transcripts available at the time, the _s set
represents more than one transcript, whereas the _at is associated with a single
transcript. Therefore, we expect that all the probe sets will measure DMD; however, the
_s probe sets tend to measure more than one variant.
The previous information is a guideline relating to the time of design. To perform a
follow-up on the results, it is important to look at what is currently known about the
probe sets and the transcript record. The following workflow further explores the
question of the DMD probe sets:
1. Determine the quality of the probe set transcript assignment:
A. NetAffx was searched with three probe set IDs, and the preconfigured Annotation
Method view was used (Figure 20) for annotation. The data clearly indicates that
all three probe sets have the highest quality of grade assignments (Grade A), and
therefore, the majority of the probes in these probe sets align with one or more of
the mRNA sequences for this locus. The table also provides the Annotation
Transcript Count field, which provides a count of all the mRNA sequences that
are assigned to the corresponding probe set.
B. The information illustrates that both of the _s_at probe sets detect all 18 mRNA
sequence isoforms, while the unique probe set specifically detects one of the
isoforms.
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Figure 20. NetAffx™ table view indicating the quality of the transcript assignment and the number
of transcripts assigned to each probe set.

2. Look for additional clues:
Detailed annotation reports for each of the probe sets were then scanned. Some of the
relevant sections are mentioned here.
A. The Transcript Assignments field (Figure 21) in the Annotation Method
Description (Figure 4) section on the Full Record page lists all the mRNA
sequences that are assigned to the corresponding probe set .

Figure 21. Transcript Assignments” section lists all the mRNA sequences assigned to the probe-set.

B. The Splice Variants field in the Annotation Method Description section on the Full
Record page lists all splice variants for the DMD locus as documented by the
RefSeq database and the corresponding probe sets that detect these variants
(Figure 22). After scanning these fields for all three probe sets, it is clear that there
are 18 different isoforms of the DMD gene as documented by RefSeq. Probe sets
203881_s_at and 208086_s_at measure 17 isoforms while probe set 207660_at
specifically measures the 18th isoform.
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Figure 22. The Splice Variants field lists all the RefSeq isoform documents for a particular locus and
the probe sets that detect each isoform.

3. Perform genomic visualization for further confirmation:
Use the genome browser to visualize the probe sets and clarify the specificity of the
individual probe set for each isoform. For this you must first identify whether or not
these probe sets have a valid consensus-to-genomic alignment.
A. A custom view was created to check whether or not the probe sets have genomic
alignments (Figure 23).
This indicates that the consensi of all three probe sets align well with the human
genome sequence.

Figure 23. Custom View to check genomic alignment of the DMD probe sets.

The UCSC browser displays consensus alignment in a custom track and contains
a comprehensive collection of genome annotations. On the other hand, IGB
displays the alignments of the individual 25-mers along with the consensus
sequence alignments.
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B. For one of the probe sets, the UCSC link, in the Genomic Alignment of
Concensus/Exemplar Sequence section on the Full Record page, was followed.
The UCSC genome browser displays the region of the genome that encodes the
DMD gene with the consensi alignments in a custom track (Figure 24). It is clear
that the 3′ region (the region where probes were designed) of two of the consensi
align with 17 out of 18 RefSeq alignments, while the third consensus sequence
targets one specific isoform.

Figure 24. The UCSC genome browser display for DMD gene.

The IGB display in Figure 25 shows that 207660_at is unique to a specific,
shorter isoform of DMD represented by NM_004019. In Figure, the other two
probe sets are equivalent and detect all 17 isoforms equally well.
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Figure 25. IGB display shows the probes (pink bars in the bottom) on the consensus that are specific
for a particular RefSeq splice variant.

Figure 26. IGB display of two non-unique (_s_at) probe sets showing probes aligning with 17/18
RefSeq isoforms for the DMD gene.
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Conclusion:

Based on the above findings, we can conclude that DMD is present in the experimental
sample, but we cannot say which of the 17 isoforms is present. We can also conclude that
the shortest isoform is absent, since 207660_at does not show a positive signal.
Case 2: Erroneous GenBank mRNA Sequence for RAP1A
One of the main objectives of our sequence selection process is to provide accurate
representation of the mRNA and EST sequences in the public domain. The ability of the
probe set to accurately measure a given transcript reflects quality of the transcript
sequence information that is available at the time of array design. The mRNA and EST
sequence information is limited, absent, or even erroneous in some cases. Moreover, the
sequence information is constantly evolving − more so for some organisms than others −
and therefore the quality of a probe set also changes with changing transcript information
in the public domain.
Customer Question

The target sequence for probe set 1555339_at on the HGU133 Plus 2.0 array does not
represent RAP1A transcript as NetAffx claims; however, the consensus had an overlap of
~500 bases. Does this probe set detect RAP1A, and which sequence is more reliable for
the design of primers for PCR?
The following workflow explores the customer’s question:
1. Determine the quality of the transcript assignment.
A. The detailed NetAffx annotation report for this probe set indicates that it has a
high quality transcript assignment (Grade A) to GenBank mRNA sequence
AB051846. The Transcript Assignments section in NetAffx indicates that all 11
probes in the probe set align perfectly with this mRNA sequence. The
Annotation Description field indicates that this mRNA is annotated as RAP1A
by Entrez Gene (Figure 27).

Figure 27. NetAffx™ transcript assignment report for 1555339_at.
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B. Therefore, it is clear that the probe set accurately and precisely represents a
GenBank mRNA. The fact that the gene-centric annotations are mapped from
Entrez Gene provides further confidence that this probe set most likely detects
RAP1A gene.
2. Determine the design evidence supporting this probe set.
Cluster evidence indicates how many sequence records support the probe set. The
Cluster Evidence field in the Probe Design Information section in Figure 28 clearly
indicates that the design evidence for this probe set is weak with only one mRNA
sequence supporting this probe set. A well documented cluster may have many ESTs
and a group of several mRNA full length sequences supporting it.

Figure 28. Design evidence supporting the probe set 1555339_at. The evidence is weak with only one
mRNA supporting the probe set.

3. Explore current mRNA evidence in the public domain for RAP1A.
A. Since the probe set seems to accurately represent the mRNA sequence, the next
step would be to check how the probe set compares with additional mRNA
sequence evidence for RAP1A. The NetAffx Entrez Gene link (labeled NCBI)
was followed.
Note: The NCBI link takes the user to a report that uses Entrez Gene, NCBI’s
database for gene-specific information.
B. The Entrez Gene report (Figure 29) indicates that other high quality mRNA
sequences (RefSeqs) are available for this gene.
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Figure 29. Entrez Gene report indicates the mRNA sequences for the RAP1A locus.

4. How does the consensus compare with the best mRNA evidence (RefSeq) for
RAP1A?
A. Using the NCBI align 2 sequences tool, you can determine the relationship of the
consensus sequence with each of the RefSeq sequences for RAP1A (Figure 30a).
B. The data clearly indicate that the target or 3′ region of the consensus does not
align with either of the RefSeq sequences for RAP1A.
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Figure 30a. Alignment of the consensus sequence with NM_001010935, variant 1 of RAP1A. The
thick blue bars indicate the region significance similarity.

Figure 30b. Alignment of the consensus sequence with NM_002884, variant 2 of RAP1A.

Conclusion

The results indicate that the mRNA sequence used to design this probe set is erroneous
and therefore this probe set does not actually measure RAP1A.
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